Abstract: Object detection is a very important study area in computer vision. Many research use only RGB images to find objects. In our work, we present new descriptor for object detection using RGB-D's Depth image data. We combine RGB image with depth image to create new feature vector. The introduced features feeds Bag of Visual Words algorithm to classify images of the objects. Result shows us to RGB-D images are given better accuracy results to comparing with RGB image.
Introduction
There are many fields in computer vision and object detection is the most popular one. A long time ago, finding object was a challenging process. In last decades, many works show that finding object became an easy process for computer vision but mostly RGB information without depth is used. In literature, it can be found many studies using descriptor which are very preferred in computer vision (Lowe 2004; Bay et al. 2006; Shechtman and Irani 2007; Calonder et al. 2010; Rublee et al. 2011) Nowadays, technology is going better and cheaper therefore it can be found and access 3D image easily. You can create dataset using Microsoft Kinect (Microsoft) , Intel RealSense 3D Camera (Intel) , etc. or you can download many 3D image dataset like SUN3D (Xiao et al. 2013 ), Berkeley 3D Object Dataset (Janoch et al. 2011 , RGB-D Object Dataset (Lai et al. 2011 ) and NYU Dataset (Silberman et al. 2012) . In literature, as observed some 3D descriptors such as Huang's study (Huang and You 2012) and (Arıcan and Aydın 2017) . In (Huang and You 2012) , authors propose 3D local descriptor using self-similarity and point cloud information while in (Arıcan and Aydın 2017) , authors used depth oriented gradients for object detection.
In this paper, we propose a new descriptor for 3D object detection using RGB and Depth image together. We combine 3 important information and create a new descriptor. Bag of Visual Word (Csurka et al. 2004 ) algorithm is our base algorithm and we add Local Self Similarity (Shechtman and Irani 2007) and Depth information to create a new 3D descriptor for object detection.
Our paper continue as follows: background information about Bag of Visual Words and Local Self-Similarity is given in Background Section. Then proposed method is explained in Section Material and Method. Results are showed in Result Section. Finally, in the last section, we summarized our study and mention future works.
Background
In this section, we explain Bag of Visual Words (BoW) and Local Self Similarity (LSS) methods which compose base method with Depth information to our study.
Bag of Visual Words
Csurka and et. all (Csurka et al. 2004 ) developed a descriptor for identifying the object. Authors define 4 main steps for Bag of Visual Words.
These steps are; 1) determining of image patches; 2) creating a vocabulary; 3) creating bag of keypoints and 4) using multi-class classifier for determining categories for input images.
Local Self Similarity
In Local Self Similarity (Shechtman and Irani 2007) , they use self-similarities for same object but different image characteristics. They create image patch and region part to create correlation surface. When they create the correlation surface, they use binned log-polar representation and create a descriptor. You can see LSS method in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Local Self Similarity
Authors used Sum of Squared Distance method for creating correlation surface, this part is another key point to our work.
Material and Method
Feature extraction is the crucial step in featurebased machine learning methods. In our study, Ideas of Local Self Similarity was used for Region and Patch matrix and also calculation of SSD. In Algorithm 1, we explain our method step by step. In the first step, we read RGB image in grayscale format and found SURF points. We selected each SURF points as a center point and extracted 4x4 patch matrix and 12x12 region matrix. We use template matching algorithm for these 2 matrices with Sum of Square Distance (Eq.1) and create SSD matrix in the size of 9x9. This size will also define Depth image matrix's size. In Figure 2 , you can see an example of template matching. (Bay et al. 2006 ) and the vocabulary size is selected 20.
Results
We use RGB-D Object Dataset (Lai et al. 2011 ) to test our algorithm. Example of RGB and Depth image from dataset can be seen in Figure 3 and 4. In this Kinect style dataset, there are 300 common household objects, 51 categories. We create implementation to our algorithm using MATLAB (MATLAB). In Table 1 and Figure 5 , you can see comparison between our method and BoW + SSD results for different number of labels. Each label set selected from 51 categories. Biggest set include 10 labels which is explain more detail in Table 2 . Table 2 , you can see in detail each label accuracy rate comparison of 10 labels in Table 1 using BoW+SSD and Our Method. These categories which are apple, ball, bell pepper, binder, bowl, cap, cell phone and soda can, give much better accuracy rate than BoW + SSD method. It is clear that our algorithm gives better performance than Bag of Visual Words + SSD algorithm using Table 1 and Table 2 .
Discussion and Conclusions
Using RGB is very popular and often preferred in object detection. On the other hand, depth images are becoming easily accessible information, so we contribute literature as proposing a new descriptor for object detection using RGB-D images. Combining Sum of Square Distance method with depth image gives better accuracy than using only RGB. For future work, we plan to improve our method to give much better performance and better running time.
